
Dear Friends,  
Some of you had been asking us the same questions-- 
 
Why do we need human rights? / Why human rights are important? / What are the most important 
human rights? Why and How are Human rights important to democracy? 
 
WHAT WOULD WE GET IF WE JOIN…? 
 

 
Here is WHAT you are getting by becoming a dedicated and disciplined 
member of HRCP Organization. 
 

SOCIAL STATURE 
सामा जक कद 

FAME  ूिस  HARMONY सामजंःय 

APPRECIATION ूशंसा  HAPPINESS  खुशी IMMUNITY ूितर ा 
CULTURAL VALUES  

सांःकृितक मू य  
PROGRESSIVENESS   

ूगितशीलता PATRIOTISM  देशभ  

SOCIAL SECURITY 
 सामा जक सुर ा 

CREATIVENESS 
 रचना मकता LEGAL AID  कानूनी सहायता 

 
You may have spent all your life slogging in a Job or sweating in a Business...and 
got just a retirement watch to show for that. 
 
All of us crave of APPRECIATION...FAME...SOCIAL SECURITY… DIRECTION.  
Don't you? Yes, you do as all normal human beings...and in HRCP you get 
truckloads of REAL stuff. 
 
Imagine making your word count, initiating change in YOUR society,your mohalla, 
your friend circle...very much what folks like Mahatma Gandhi and Jaiprakash 
Narayan did…and ANNA HAZARE is trying to do today. 
 
YES ! YOU CAN...and should be a CHANGE-MAKER...and HRCP is the platform 
where you have unlimited opportunities to DO JUST THAT…and more! 
 
LEAVE A MARK ON YOUR WORLD! 
After you die...would your near and dear ones REALLY remember and respect you? Yes...if 
you leave them a crores or two! but more than money, you can leave an everlasting mark 
on your community by bringing much needed changes in the society...improving the living 
conditions, bringing justice, creating health and wealth, establishing peace and 
prosperity...there is no end to what you can achieve in HRCP as a NATION-BUILDER.  
You have hidden talents,trainings,dreams and solutions which our India needs. 
 
So get going and show them...be the next CHANGE-LEADER of INDIA. 
 


